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Abstract

テキスト処理技術を用いたキュレーション支援
A Curation Assistance System Using Natural Language Processing Technologies

Issues
massive flow of genome sequence data generated from NGS

Annotating encoded genes is required, in addition to registering to INSD

Manual assignment of protein definition is important but a rate-limiting step in annotation process

Difficult to annotate genes in comprehensive manner with controlled vocabulary

Our approach to assist curators
Using Natular Language Processing technologies to normalize variants of protein names

We call our method ‘TogoAnnotator’

Result
We applied our method to automatically annotated protein names to make them consistent

Curators evaulated the results and they are promising

Method

What we have done

Future works

A bottleneck in the workflow

Automated annotation by sequence similarity
NITE receives a set of annotations given by computer algorithms based on sequence similarity

Gold standard dictionary
NITE built a gold standard dictionary, to which our program refers to normalize given annotations 

(automatically annotated product names)

This dictionary has two names for each product, that is, before / after manual curation.

Below is an example of the dictionary.

Resources

Procedure
Pre-process (to find more relevant product names)

Downcasing: all the characters are converted to lowercase for case insensitive search

Stopword removal: we regard the following words as stopwords: putative, probable, and possible

Non-alphanumeric character removal: hyphens, slashes, and commas are replaced with a white space

Note that we applied this pre-process to the dictionary, too.

Exact match
This is literally the method to see if there is a dictionary entry that matches a given query

Note that our method returns a curated name if a query matches its before-curated name

Approximate match
If no exact match found, TogoAnnotator applies an approximate match algorithm (cosine coefficient) to 

find some entries within a specified similarity

Schematic diagram showing the process of product name assignment via TogoAnnotator

TogoAnnotator assists the annotation refinement and reduces 

the time of the manual task that currently takes three weeks
Natural Language Processing (NLP) technologies provide several text manipulation methods for 

computers to act as they understand the text

TogoAnnotator utilizes NLP to take over the manual task to some extent

Implementation of the method
We implemented the proposed method using Perl

Evaluation by NITE curators and revision
We are now in an iteration phase of evaluation and revision

Utilization in Genome Refine
For details, please refer to the poster 21

After gaining a certain amount of reliability, we are planning to devise TogoAnnotator in the 

curation pipeline used at NITE.

TogoAnnotator

1. 

2. 

3. 

Result

Before curation After curation

Project registration
(INSDC)

Structural annotation

Functional annotation

 - ORF, ncRNA prediction check
 - Functional annotation check

Genome registration
(INSDC)

2 days

2 days

2 days

3 weeks

3 days

Manual

Automatic

Automatic

Manual

Manual

Raw genomic data

Database release

A typical time schedule of genome registration and database release in NITE

Dataset source
Org. A: 5310 product names
Org. B: 3319 product names

Sort by score
If the approximate match produces multiple hits, TogoAnnotator sorts them in the following manner:

If a matched name contains a word that the query has, it has a higher score

Ex. Query: putative BENZOQUINONE METHYLTRANSFERASE

putative methyltransferase > putative aminomethyltransferase

If multiple query words are contained, those matcheed names that occurr less frequently in the 

dictionary have higher score

Ex. Query: ATP-dependent metalloprotease FtsH

ATP-dependent protease FtsH > ATP-dependent protease (FtsH is less frequently occurred)

If multiple matched names get a same higher score, those having less words have higher score

Ex. ATP-dependent protease FtsH > ATP-dependent protease FtsH homolog (4 vs. 5 words)

 
 - Downcasing
 - Stopword removal
 - Non-alphanumeric chr. removal
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Query

Gene Automated annotation pipeline TogoAnnotator

GOHSU_40_00070 RNA polymerase ECF subfamily sigma factor RNA polymerase ECF-type sigma factor EX

MA3A0122S_4041 RNA polymerase ECF-subfamily sigma factor RNA polymerase ECF-type sigma factor EX

GOHSU_24_00170 DNA gyrase subunit A DNA gyrase subunit A EX

MA3A0122S_5168 DNA gyrase, A subunit DNA gyrase subunit A AP

MA3A0122S_4747 putative GntR transcriptional regulatory protein GntR family transcriptional regulator AP

MA3A0122S_1388 transcriptional regulator, GntR family GntR family transcriptional regulator AP

MA3A0122S_0916 transcriptional regulator, GntR family domain 
protein

GntR family transcriptional regulator AP

GOHSU_04_00020 putative GntR family transcriptional regulator GntR family transcriptional regulator EX

MA3A0122S_1880 gntR-family transcriptional regulator GntR family transcriptional regulator EX

MA3A0122S_2499 ABC D-methionine transporter, permease 
component

methionine ABC transporter permease protein AP

MA3A0122S_0906 putative DTDP-GLUCOSE 4,6-DEHYDRATASE 
RMLB2

dTDP-glucose 4,6-dehydratase AP

MA3A0122S_1010 ATP synthase F0, A subunit ATP synthase subunit a AP

Org. AA Org. BB

EX match
AP match

No match

Total

3176 0.60 2610 0.79

1659 0.31 365 0.11

475 0.09 344 0.10

5310 1.00 3319 1.00

The distribution of TogoAnnotator outputs for 

each matching method

Examples of TogoAnnotator outputs
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